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Recently, there has been an increased interest on the neural mechanisms underlying perceptual decisionmaking. However, the effect of
neuronal adaptation in this context has not yet been studied. We begin our study by investigating how adaptation can bias perceptual
decisions.We considered behavioral data from an experiment on high-level adaptation-related aftereffects in a perceptual decision task
with ambiguous stimuli on humans. To understand the driving force behind the perceptual decision process, a biologically inspired
cortical network model was used. Two theoretical scenarios arose for explaining the perceptual switch from the category of the adaptor
stimulus to the opposite, nonadapted one. One is noise-driven transition due to the probabilistic spike times of neurons and the other is
adaptation-driven transition due to afterhyperpolarization currents. With increasing levels of neural adaptation, the system shifts from
anoise-driven toanadaptation-drivenmodus.Thebehavioral results show that theunderlyingmodel isnot just abistablemodel, asusual
in the decision-making modeling literature, but that neuronal adaptation is high and therefore the working point of the model is in the
oscillatory regime. Using the same model parameters, we studied the effect of neural adaptation in a perceptual decision-making task
where the same ambiguous stimulus was presented with and without a preceding adaptor stimulus. We find that for different levels of
sensory evidence favoring one of the two interpretations of the ambiguous stimulus, higher levels of neural adaptation lead to quicker
decisions contributing to a speed–accuracy trade off.
Introduction
Perceptual decision making is a relevant process in daily life
and, during the last few decades, there has been an increased
interest in understanding its underlying neural mechanisms
(Shadlen and Newsome, 1996; Kim and Shadlen, 1999; Wang,
2002, 2008; Smith and Ratcliff, 2004; Deco and Rolls, 2006;
Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Deco et al., 2009). Several theoretical
models have been proposed and used, such as diffusion mod-
els (Smith and Ratcliff, 2004) and neuronal models (Wang,
2002; Deco and Rolls, 2006; Wong and Wang, 2006, Deco et
al., 2009). From these studies, we learn that, in multistable
systems, decisions are taken due to noise-driven transitions
between attractor states, where noise arises from the random
spiking of the neurons.
In the present work, we study a categorical decision process
where an ambiguous target stimulus appears with a temporal
delay after the presentation of an adaptor stimulus. To this
purpose, we consider behavioral data from a high-level,
adaptation-related aftereffects experiment (Cziraki et al.,
2010). The behavioral data show that prolonged adaptation to
a complex stimulus leads to category-specific aftereffects dur-
ing the presentation of ambiguous stimulus composites. Hy-
pothesizing that neuronal adaptation is relevant for the
perceptual judgment, we studied the interaction between
noise and neuronal adaptation in this perceptual decision-
making paradigm. Neuronal adaptation implemented by
spike-frequency adaptation reduces the activity of the domi-
nant neuronal population, selective to the adaptor stimulus,
leading the nonadapted neuronal population to win the com-
petition when the ambiguous stimulus appears. In contrast,
noise-driven fluctuations in the firing rates of the neuronal
populations could lead to a switch from one percept to the
other. We consider both mechanisms within the same theoret-
ical framework using a spiking neuronal model. We show that
neuronal adaptation is the main driving force for the transi-
tion from the adaptor category to the novel, opposite category,
indicating that the working point of the system is in the oscil-
latory regime. We thus predict that, if the target ambiguous
composite stimulus is presented previously, it will lead to os-
cillation in perception between the two dissimilar categories.
Preliminary experimental evidence confirms our prediction.
Furthermore, we consider, for the first time, the effects of
neuronal adaptation in perceptual decision making. To this pur-
pose, we mimic a perceptual task where the same ambiguous
composite stimulus appears with and without a preceding adap-
tor (Cziraki et al., 2010). We simulate this task for different levels
of sensory evidence in favor of one of the two dissimilar images
and for different levels of neuronal adaptation. We show that, at
each level of sensory evidence, neuronal adaptation accelerates
the decision process.
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Materials andMethods
Experimental paradigm: high-level adaptation-related aftereffects. In the
Cziraki et al. (2010) study of high-level adaptation-related aftereffects, 13
humans (8 females) were presented with an adaptor stimulus consisting
of a high-contrast female face (face adaptation), a female hand (hand
adaptation), or a Fourier randomized version (control condition) for 5 s.
After a 200 ms gap (blank screen), an ambiguous, noisy stimulus com-
posite, constructed from an overlapping human face and hand with vary-
ing Fourier phase coherences, was shown for 200 ms. Finally, subjects
reported which image they perceived (Fig. 1A). The experimental data
indicated that prolonged exposure to complex stimuli, e.g., adaptation to
a face or a hand stimulus, biases perceptual decisions toward the non-
adapted, dissimilar stimulus category. The simultaneously observed
functional magnetic resonance imaging adaptation (fMRIa) effects in the
face-sensitive fusiform face area (FFA) and in the body-sensitive extra-
striate body area (EBA) were sorted according to the subject’s behavioral
responses. The fMRIa data indicated that adap-
tation to the preferred complex stimulus of the
given area led to larger signal reduction on
trials when it biased category decisions behav-
iorally than on trials when it was not effective.
Figure 1B shows the percentage of trials en-
dorsed as faces for ambiguous face/hand com-
posite test stimuli after face, hand, and control
(composite image of face and hand) adapta-
tion. In a control condition, the ambiguous
target stimuli were judged 49% as faces and the
remaining times as hands, whereas more trials
were judged as faces after hand adaptation
(73%). The opposite is true after face adap-
tation (27%). This shows that prolonged ad-
aptation to a complex stimulus leads to
category-specific aftereffects during the per-
ception of ambiguous stimulus composites.
fMRI measurements in the areas of interest
(FFA and EBA) (Cziraki et al., 2010) supported
the behavioral data.
Model description.This paper was written ac-
cording to the good model description practice
proposed by Nordlie et al. (2009). The method
that we employed makes use of a biophysically
realistic computational model of integrate-
and-fire neurons that was first introduced by Brunel and Wang (2001)
with implemented firing-rate adaptation mechanism (Liu and Wang,
2001). It is based on the attractor paradigm of Amit (1995) and imple-
ments competition/cooperation mechanisms among neurons belonging
to two neural groups of pyramidal cells that encode the two conflicting
interpretations (in a binary decision-making task) or percepts of two
dissimilar images of an ambiguous stimulus (in a visual perceptual-
bistability situation). The essential aspects and components of the model
are presented in a compact way in Tables 1–5 and described below.
In our model, the competing neuronal populations are a hand-
selective neuronal population corresponding to the high-level body-
sensitive cortical area EBA (Downing et al., 2001) and a face-selective
one corresponding to the fusiform face-sensitive cortical area FFA
(Kanwisher et al., 1997). Cooperation mechanisms arise from high
recurrent connectivity among neurons belonging to the same neuro-
nal population. Competition between two selective neuronal popula-
tions is mediated by a feedback inhibition from interneurons in the
network.
Model composition. The network is divided into different populations
(Fig. 2A) where neurons belonging to one particular population share
the same statistical properties and single-cell parameters, as well as inputs
and connectivity. There is a total number of neurons,N (N 2000 unless
otherwise stated), where NE  0.8N are excitatory pyramidal cells and
NI  0.2N are inhibitory interneurons, consistent with the neurophysi-
ologically observed proportion of 80% pyramidal cells versus 20% inter-
neurons (Abeles, 1991). The inhibitory neurons form one population to
which we will refer as pool I. The excitatory neurons form three distinct
populations. Two of them consist of neurons that encode one or the
other complex image. Hence, there is a pool H with neurons, which are
selective to the hand images. This neuronal population represents the
body-sensitive EBA. There is also a pool F with neurons selective to
the face images. This neuronal population represents the face-sensitive
FFA. The remaining excitatory neurons in both areas are nonselective to
the particular stimuli (pool Ens). Nonselective neurons are included for
biophysical realism and computationally to increase the stability of the
network at the spontaneous state; they do not play a particular role in the
decision process per se. The union of these three excitatory populations
of neurons is named pool E. Each of the two selective pools (H and F)
consists of f NE neurons. The nonselective one consists of (1  2f ) 
NE (here f  0.15). The network is fully connected, meaning that each
neuron in the network receives NE excitatory and NI inhibitory synaptic
contacts. Finally, every neuron receives a background input Eext. How-
ever, we should not necessarily assume that the selective neuronal pools
Figure 1. A, Experimental design of the high-level, adaptation-related aftereffects task. Subjects were presented with an
adaptor stimulus (face or hand adaptation) for 5 s and, after a 200 ms gap (blank screen), with a test stimulus (ambiguous
composite image of a face and a hand other than the adaptors) for 200 ms. Subjects reported which image (face or hand) they
perceived.B, Behavioral adaptationeffects.Mean ratio of face responses after face, hand, and control (composite imageof face and
hand) adaptation for ambiguous face/hand composite test stimuli. Adapted from Cziraki et al. (2010).
Table 1. Tabular description of the spikingmodel: summary
Populations Four: three excitatory, one inhibitory
Topology —
Connectivity Full, no synaptic delay
Neuron model Leaky integrate-and-fire, fixed voltage threshold, fixed absolute refractory
time
Channel model —
Synapse model Conductance-based AMPA, GABAA , and conductance-based and voltage-
depended NMDA
Plasticity —
Input Time-independent, fixed-rate Poisson spike trains to all neurons: v vext
, vext 2.4 kHz, one generator per neuron
Measurements Spike activity as raster plots, firing rates (calculated in a 50 ms time window
shifted by 5 ms step), decision times
Table 2. Tabular description of the spikingmodel: population
Name Elements Size
Eext Poisson generator NEext 800
I IF neuron NI
E Ens H F IF neuron NE 4NI
H IF neuron NH f NE
F IF neuron NF f NE
E
ns
IF neuron NEns (12f) NE
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correspond to the cortical areas FFA and EBA. In fact, the process studied
with our model could happen in another brain region and then project
the result to the FFA and EBA so that top– down interaction effects could
also account for Cziraki et al.’s (2010) findings.
Connectivity. The connectivity architecture of the network can be seen
graphically in Figure 2A. The connections of the neurons and their
strengths between and within the populations are determined by dimen-
sionless weights Wj, corresponding to the synaptic efficacies relatively to
a baseline, which is set to 1. The recurrent self-excitation within the
selective neuronal populations H and F is given by the weightW and the
weaker connection between them by the weight W. The remaining
connections are all set to the value of the baseline, i.e., to 1. These values
are fixed and assumed to have developed by a Hebbian learning mecha-
nism, according to which they are high when the activity of presynaptic
and postsynaptic neurons is correlated (e.g., W  1), low when it is
anticorrelated (W  1), and equal to the baseline when it is uncorre-
lated. The synaptic efficacy W depends on W by the relation W 
1 f(W 1)/(1 f ) to ensure that, during the simulation process, the
average excitatory synaptic efficacy remains constant.
Dynamics of neurons, synapses and channels.All neurons in the network
are modeled as being leaky integrate-and-fire neurons. Integrate-and-
fire (IF) neurons are point-like elements, meaning that the whole neural
membrane is taken as equipotential. Its dynamical state is described by a
single variable, the instantaneous value of its membrane potential, V(t).
Under normal conditions, the potential inside the cell is lower than the
potential outside, which is zero by convention. Membrane voltage
changes are due to different ionic concentrations found on both sides of
the membrane. Synaptic inputs to an IF neuron are basically described by
a capacitor, Cm, connected in parallel with a resistor, Rm. The capacitor
corresponds to the membrane capacitance and the resistor to the mem-
brane conductance through which currents are injected into the neuron
by its synapses (Isyn). In addition, in this work a spike-frequency adapting
mechanism is taken into account, which has been observed experimen-
tally (Madison and Nicoll, 1984). It is implemented in the network by
including a slow Ca 2-activated K current IAHP into the dynamical
equation of the membrane potential of each neuron. This afterhyperpo-
larization current IAHP is given by the following equation:
IAHP(t)  gAHP[Ca
2](t)[V(t)  VK)],
whereVK80 mV is the reversal potential of potassium channels. The
cytoplasmic Ca 2 concentration, [Ca 2], is initially set to 0 M and
between spikes is modeled as a leaky integrator with a decay time con-
stant Ca  600 ms (Liu and Wang, 2001). The gAHP[Ca
2] is the effec-
tive K conductance.
Hence, the dynamics of the subthreshold membrane potential of each
neuron in the network is given by the following system of equations:
Cm
dVt
dt
  gmVt VL Isynt IAHPt
Ca
d	Ca2

dt
  	Ca2
,
whereCm 0.5 nF for excitatory neurons andCm 0.2 nF for inhibitory
neurons, gm  1/Rm is the membrane leak conductance with the values
gm  25 nS for pyramidal cells and gm  20 nS for interneurons, VL 
70 mV is the resting potential, and Isyn is the synaptic current entering
the neuron.
When the membrane potential reaches a certain threshold,Vthr
50 mV, a spike is emitted and transmitted to other neurons. Next, the
membrane potential is reset to Vreset 55 mV after a refractory time,
ref  2 ms for excitatory neurons and ref  1 ms for inhibitory ones,
during which the neuron is unable to produce further spikes. In addition,
the cytoplasmic Ca 2 concentration increases by a small amount,  
0.005 M. Therefore, if V(t)  Vthr, a spike is emitted and
 V3Vreset	Ca2
3 	Ca2
 .
The values of the constant parameters and default values of the free
parameters used in the simulations are displayed in Table 5. They are
equal to the ones used in the network introduced by Brunel and Wang
(2001).
Ion channels are modeled as having three types of receptors mediating
the synaptic currents flowing into them: AMPA and NMDA glutamater-
gic and GABAA GABAergic receptors. The total synaptic current of a
neuron is given by the sum of the recurrent EPSCs, mediated by slow
NMDA and fast AMPA receptors (INMDA,rec and IAMPA,rec, respectively),
and the IPSCs, mediated by GABAA receptors (IGABA). External cells
contribute to the current through AMPA receptors (IAMPA,ext). External
EPSCs were mediated exclusively by AMPA receptors to keep the exter-
nal stimulus as simple as possible. Recurrent EPSCs include NMDA re-
ceptors because it is helpful to maintain the system in an asynchronous
state. Hence, the total synaptic current is given by Isyn(t)  IAMPA,ext 
IAMPA,rec  IGABA, where:
IAMPA,extt gAMPA,extVt VE
j1
Next
sj
AMPA,extt
IAMPA,rect gAMPA,recVt VE
j1
NE
Wj sj
AMPA,rect
INMDA,rect
gNMDA,recVt VE
1 	e
Vt 
j1
NE
Wj sj
NMDA,rect
Table 3. Tabular description of the spikingmodel: connectivity
Name Source Target Pattern
Eext(I/Ens /H/F) Eext I, Ens , H, F Full connected, weight 1, receptors AMPA,
NMDA
I(I/Ens /H/F) I I, Ens , H, F Full connected, weight 1, receptors GABA
(Ens /H/F)I Ens , H, F I Full connected, weight 1, receptors AMPA,
NMDA
(H/F/Ens )Ens H, F, Ens Ens Full connected, weight 1, receptors AMPA,
NMDA
HH H H Full connected, weightW, receptors AMPA,
NMDA
FF F F Full connected, weightW, receptors AMPA,
NMDA
Ens(H/F) Ens H, F Full connected, weightW, receptors AMPA,
NMDA
HF H F Full connected, weightW, receptors AMPA,
NMDA
FH F H Full connected, weightW, receptors AMPA,
NMDA
Table 4. Tabular description of the spikingmodel: neuron and synapsemodels
Name IF neuron
Type Leaky integrate-and-fire
Subthreshold
dynamics
If t t* rp ,
Cm
dVt
dt
  gmVt  Vreset  Isynt  IAHPt
Ca
d	Ca2

dt
  	Ca2
.
Else V(t) Vreset ,
where Isyn(t) IAMPA,ext IAMPA,rec INMDA,rec IGABA ,
IAHP(t)  gAHP[Ca
2](t)[V(t)]VK
Spiking If V(t),
1. set t* t
2. emit a spike with time stamp t*
3. 	Ca 2
 	Ca 2

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IGABAt gGABAVt VI
j1
NI
sj
GABAt.
The reversal potentials for EPSCs areVE 0 mV and for IPSCs,VI70
mV. The dimensionless parameters Wj of the excitatory connections are
the synaptic weights. The synaptic conductances for excitatory neurons
are gAMPA,ext  2.08 nS, gAMPA,rec  104/N nS, gNMDA,rec  327/N nS,
and gGABA  1250/N nS, where N is the total number of neurons in the
network and divides the recurrent conductances to keep the mean recur-
rent input constant if N is varied in the network. The synaptic conduc-
tances for inhibitory neurons are gAMPA,ext  1.62 nS, gAMPA,rec  81/N
nS, gNMDA,rec  258/N nS, and gGABA  973/N nS. The NMDA currents
are voltage-dependent and they are modulated by intracellular magne-
sium concentration [Mg 2]  1.0 mM, with parameters 	  [Mg 2]/
(3.57 mM) and 
  0.062 (mV)1. The functions sj
i(t) represent the
fractions of open channels of neurons and they are given by the following:
dsj
AMPA,extt
dt
 
sj
AMPA,extt
AMPA

k
t t j
k
dsj
AMPA,rect
dt
 
sj
AMPA,rect
AMPA

k
t t j
k
dsj
NMDA,rect
dt
 
sj
NMDA,rect
NMDA2
 xjt1 sj
NMDA,rect
dxjt
dt
 
xjt
NMDA1

k
t t j
k
dsj
GABAt
dt
 
sj
GABAt
GABA

k
t t j
k,
where sums over k represent sums over spikes emitted by the presynaptic
neuron j at time tj
k; 0.5 ms1 and (t) is the Dirac delta function. The
rise time for the NMDA synapses is tNMDA1  2 ms. The rise times of
both AMPA and GABA synaptic currents are neglected because they are
extremely short (1 ms). The decay time for AMPA synapses is tAMPA
Table 5. Default values of the parameters used in the simulations
Excitatory and inhibitory neurons Excitatory neurons Inhibitory neurons
N 2000 neurons NEns 1120 neurons NI 400 neurons
Next 800 neurons VE 0 mV VI 70 mV
f 0.15 Cm 0.5 nF Cm 0.2 nF
vext 2.4 kHz gm 25 nS gm 20 nS
VL 70 mV ref 2 ms ref 1 ms
Vthr 50 mV gAMPA,ext 2.08 nS gAMPA,ext 1.62 nS
Vreset 55 mV gAMPA,rec 104/N 0.052 nS gAMPA,rec 81/N 0.0405 nS
W 1.65 gNMDA 327/N 0.1635 nS gNMDA 258/N 0.129 nS
gAHP 10 nS gGABA 0.625 nS gGABA 0.4865 nS
 0.005M NH NF 240 neurons

CA
600 ms adaptor 200 Hz
tAMPA 2 ms HF 50 Hz
tNMDA1 2 ms
tNMDA2 100 ms
tGABA 10 ms
Figure 2. Architecture of the network and stimulation protocol mimicking Cziraki et al.’s (2010) experiment. A, Architecture of the network. The size of neuronal populations is proportional to
their number of neurons (NE 2Next 4NI NEns NH NF, NEns 0.7NE and NH NF 0.15NE). B, Stimulation protocol. During the first 500ms, the external input to both pools isH
F 0 Hz to represent the absence of competing stimuli in the first stage of the psychophysical task. During this period, the network exhibits spontaneous activity (3 Hz for the excitatory pools and
9 Hz for the inhibitory pools). For the next 4500 ms, we set the value of the external stimulus to the pool corresponding to the hand stimulus equal toH 200 Hz andF 0 Hz, corresponding
to the hand adaptation process. For a period of 200 ms, both external stimuli are set to zero,HF 0 Hz, which corresponds to the postadaptation blank period used by Cziraki et al. (2010).
For the last 200 ms, both are set to 50 Hz, H F 50 Hz, which corresponds to the presentation of the ambiguous test stimulus (composite image of a hand and a face). The colored circles
represent the different neural populations.
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2 ms, for NMDA synapses is tNMDA2 100 ms, and for GABA synapses
is tGABA  10 ms.
Model input and output. The external background input is given by
uncorrelated Poisson spike trains from 800 external excitatory connec-
tions from neurons firing at a rate of 3 Hz. Hence, the excitatory and the
inhibitory neurons of the network receive an independent Poisson train
of spikes with rate vext  2.4 kHz. In addition, to represent the sensory
stimulus, meaning presentation of the hand and/or face stimuli, the neu-
rons belonging to the two selective populations (H and F) receive an
additional Poisson spike train with invariant time rates H and F, re-
spectively. Input H corresponds to activation of the neurons of the
cortical area EBA due to presentation of the hand image and F corre-
sponds to activation of the neurons of the cortical area FFA due to pre-
sentation of the face image. Therefore, the total input that each neuron of
the selective pools receives is vH,F  vext  H,F. To simulate the presen-
tation of the ambiguous composite image of a hand and a face, the same
external input is applied to the two selective neuronal populations: H
F  N vH  vF. Throughout this work,   50 Hz unless otherwise
stated. To simulate the adaptor stimulus, we add an external input to one
of the selective pools, e.g., for H pool: H  adaptor, whereas the com-
petitive one receives only background input vext. Throughout this study,
adaptor  200 Hz unless otherwise stated. We followed various stimula-
tion protocols, which are described in detail below. Output of the model
is the mean spike activity of the neuronal populations of the network, as
are raster plots and firing rates. From the firing rates of the two selective
pools, we also calculate the decision times. In the simulations, the total
number of neurons of the network is 2000 unless otherwise stated.
Free parameters of the model. All free parameters of the network are
presented in Table 5 with their default values. If they are different, it is
declared where necessary. We stress that the parameters with which we
manipulate in this work, i.e., the free parameters, are the total number of
neurons (N), the external inputs [(H, F)f adaptor, ], the level of the
adaptation that is regulated by K conductance, gAHP, and the recurrent
synaptic connectivity W of the selective neuronal populations H and F.
Stimulation protocol A: bifurcation diagrams. The spiking model used
in this work exhibits distinct regimes depending on the free parameters.
To gain intuition about how the system transits from one regime to the
other, we calculated the firing rate of one selective population first as a
function of neuronal adaptation and later as a function of external stim-
ulus. For this purpose, we simulated a task where an ambiguous stimulus
[like Cziraki et al.’s (2010) ambiguous composite image of a hand and a
face] is presented continuously in time. Here the number of total neu-
rons of the network is 4000 to eliminate the noise of the system. In this
model, noise cannot be explicitly excluded since it arises from the finite
number of neurons in the network. Therefore, we performed the same
simulation, increasing the total number neurons with a 500 neurons step
and in the range of 500  N 4500, each time defining the bifurcation
point, gbif. We saw that for N  3000, the value of gbif did not change
1%. The neurons of selective pools H and F, for this task, receive a
Poisson spike train with an invariant firing rate of: vH vF vext 0 Hz
for 0 t 500 ms and vH  vF  vext  Hz for 500 t 10,000 ms.
We performed this simulation for different levels of adaptation corre-
sponding to the conductance gAHP, ranging from 0 to gAHP,max  12 nS
for W  1.65 and   50 Hz, to show how the system transits from
bistability to an oscillatory regime. In addition, we simulated the same
task for different levels of external stimulus  (neuronal adaptation
gAHP  10 nS and recurrent connectivity W  1.65) to show how the
system transits from a spontaneous state to an oscillatory regime. Spon-
taneous state is defined as the state when the firing rates of both selective
pools are 10 Hz. The parameter space of W and gAHP for which the
system remains in the spontaneous state in the absence of external input
(Fig. 3) is described in detail in Parameter range of W and gAHP, below.
This parameter space also describes the dependence of the upper limit of
the level of neuronal adaptation, gAHP,max, on the recurrent synaptic
weight, W, of the selective populations.
Stimulation protocol B: replication of the Cziraki et al. (2010) experi-
ment. To replicate the experimental design under discussion, during the
first 500 ms the external input to both pools is H  F  0 Hz, repre-
senting the absence of competing stimuli in the first stage of the experi-
mental task. During this period, the network exhibits spontaneous
activity of 3 Hz for excitatory pools and 9 Hz for the inhibitory pool. For
the next 4500 ms, which is the period of presentation of adaptor stimulus,
we set the value of external stimulus to the pool corresponding to the
hand image equal to H adaptor 200 Hz and set the external input to
pool F asF 0 Hz. Then both external inputs are set to 0 Hz (HF
0 Hz) for a period of 200 ms and to 50 Hz for the last 200 ms of the cue
(H  F    50 Hz), which corresponds to the presentation of the
ambiguous composite image of a hand and a face. Summarizing the
stimulation protocol in this case (Fig. 2B) is as follows:
H  F  ext  0 Hz for 0  t 500 ms
H  ext  adaptor
F  ext  0 Hz
 for 500  t 5000 ms
H  F  ext  0 Hz for 5000  t 5200 ms
H  F  ext   for 5200  t 5400 ms.
The total number of neurons of the network is 2000 to take into account
the noise of the network. The recurrent synaptic connectivity is W 
1.65. We performed 100 trials and calculated the mean ratio of face and
hand responses after hand adaptation in the EBA for each value of the
level of adaptation, gAHP. We did the same for 10 series of 100 trials and
calculated the mean percentage performance at each. We averaged over
the 10 series and calculated the SDs. A face response occurs when the
firing rate of selective pool F at t 5400 ms is 10 Hz (because sponta-
neous state is typically below this value) and surpasses the firing rate of
selective pool H at the same time by at least 5 Hz. Hand responses were
defined as non-face responses, i.e., total number of trials minus number
of face responses.
Stimulation protocol C: decision making, reaction time. In this part of
our study, we examined the effects of neuronal adaptation in a binary
decision-making task. To this purpose, we simulated an experiment sim-
ilar to Cziraki et al. (2010) with and without a preceding adaptor. The
proposed experiment corresponds to the presentation of an ambiguous
composite image of a hand and face that is gradually changed over trials
to one of the two interpretations by increasing the contrast of one image
Figure 3. Parameter space of recurrent connectivity W weights and afterhyperpolariza-
tion conductance gAHP when no additional external input is given to the selective neuronal
populations of the network, except the background input, with the constraint that the network
should stay in the spontaneous state. The parameter space is separated into two regions by the
thick line. The shaded region shows where the network remains in the spontaneous state (S)
and the unshaded area shows where it does not. The thin line divides the parameter space in
two smaller regions. The excitation region (E), where both pools are excited and no decisions
can be taken, and the bistability (B)/oscillatory (O) region where recurrent connectivity is big
enough that low levels of adaptation excite the network to decisions or oscillatory states, even
without additional external input. These regions are not acceptable and thus these valueswere
not taken into account in the parameter search.
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(e.g., the face) in different blocks of trials. We simulated this by intro-
ducing a bias between the external inputs to selective pools H and F by
increasing the level of sensory evidence to pool F and decreasing it to
pool H at each set of simulations. Decision-making, without adaptor,
is shown as:
H  F  ext for 0  t 3000 ms
H  ext   
F  ext   
 for 3000  t 6500 ms.
We refer to this stimulation protocol as decision making without adaptor
because there is no stimulation of one selective pool preceding the
decision-making task. We also examined the model with an adaptor
stimulus preceding the target [i.e., where pool H is stimulated initially as
in Cziraki et al.’s (2010) experiment]. Decision-making, with adaptor, is
shown as:
H  F  ext for 0  t 500 ms
H  ext  adaptor
F  ext
 for 500  t 5000 ms
H  F  ext for 5000  t 5200 ms
H  ext   
F  ext   
 for 5200  t 6500 ms.
We performed 1000 simulations for the decision-making task without
adaptor, and 100 simulations for the decision-making task with adaptor.
In both cases, we calculated the mean firing rates of both selective pop-
ulations, the mean time needed for pool F to win the competition with
pool H, and the percentage of correct performance on correct trials
(when pool F won pool H) as a function of , where I  2  . In
addition, we performed the same simulations varying the level of adap-
tation. In the decision-making task without a preceding adaptor, neuro-
nal adaptation is varied within the range 0  gAHP  12 nS, whereas
W 1.65 and  50 Hz. In the decision-making task with a preceding
adaptor, we studied three different levels of neuronal adaptation, where
for each level the remaining free parameters were the same as those used
in the model coinciding with the Cziraki et al. (2010) experiment (W
1.65,  50 Hz, adaptor 300 Hz for gAHP 9 nS, adaptor 200 Hz for
gAHP 10 nS, and adaptor 160 Hz for gAHP 11 nS). When the system
is in the bistable region, a correct trial is defined as the trial in which the
firing rate of pool F is10 Hz and surpasses the mean firing rate of pool
H by at least 5 Hz. In this case, the network eventually falls into the
attractor that represents percept of the face image. When the system is in
the oscillatory region, a correct trial is defined as the trial in which the
firing rate of pool F is10 Hz and surpasses first the firing rate of pool H
by at least 5 Hz. Decision times are defined as the times for which these
criteria are first fulfilled minus the onset time of 3000 ms in the without-
adaptor case and minus the first 5200 ms in the with-adaptor case. When
the system is in the bistable region, the firing rates are defined as the
maximum value of the winning population’s neural activity and mini-
mum value of the losing population’s neural activity, averaged over cor-
rect trials for each level of adaptation and sensory evidence (see Fig. 9A).
When the system is in the oscillatory region, the firing rates are the
maxima and the minima of the neural activity of the winning and losing
population, respectively, in the period that the first win occurs, averaged
over correct trials for each level of adaptation and sensory evidence.
Stimulation protocol D: prediction: time dominance, coefficient of varia-
tion. In this part, the time dominance and its coefficient of variation (CV)
were examined after various levels of neuronal adaptation. This study
presents an experimental prediction that can be tested to verify our find-
ings. For this purpose, we calculated the mean time dominance of the
percept of the hand and face images when an ambiguous composite
image of both is presented for 5 min to subjects. We simulated this
proposed experiment, having the same parameters for which the model
coincides with the Cziraki et al. (2010) experiment, and defined the
expected mean dominance time of perceiving the images and its coeffi-
cient of variation. The stimulation protocol is then given by vH  vF 
vext for 0 t 500 ms and vH vF vext  for 500 t 300,000 ms,
where  50 Hz.
We did the same for other values of  ( 30 and 40 Hz) for which the
model coincided with the behavioral data of Cziraki et al. (2010) for same
recurrent connectivity W 1.65. The mean dominance time is defined
as the mean of periods of time starting when the firing rate of the winning
neural population is 10 Hz and surpasses the firing rate of the losing
one by at least 5 Hz, until the difference between them becomes 5 Hz.
The result arises from one trial that we run for 5 min. We repeat this
protocol for different levels of adaptation, gAHP, and we concentrate our
interest in its values for which the model coincides with Cziraki et al.’s
(2010) experiment.
Simulations. To integrate the system of coupled differential equations
that describe the dynamics of all cells and synapses, we used a second
order Runge–Kutta routine (Press et al., 2007) with time step of 0.02 ms.
In each trial, the mean firing rate of each neuronal population was cal-
culated by dividing the number of spikes emitted in a 50 ms window by its
number of neurons and by the window size. The time window was sliding
with a time step of 5 ms. From the spiking model we also extracted the
spiking times of 10 neurons from each of the four populations of the
network to obtain a rastergram (see Fig. 5). Other measurements pre-
sented in this paper are calculated from the mean firing rate of the neu-
ronal pools and are described when needed.
The spiking neural model was programmed with C programming
performed by Marco Loh (Department of Technology, Computational
Neuroscience, Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona, Spain), Daniel
Martí (Center for Neural Science, New York University, New York, NY),
and Gustavo Deco (Department of Technology, Computational Neuro-
science, Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona, Spain) and transformed
adequately to the needs of the current work by the authors. For analyzing
the outputs of the spiking simulations, scripts in Matlab R2007b were
written and used and are available from the authors upon request.
Parameter range of W and gAHP. To define the parameter space of
recurrent connectivity weights W and afterhyperpolarization conduc-
tance gAHP, we investigated the behavior of the network when zero addi-
tional external input is given to its neuronal selective populations. In this
case, neurons receive only background input and the firing rate of the
neuronal populations should stay at low levels by increasing level of
adaptation. The constraint taken into account was that the network
should remain in a spontaneous state, defined as the state when mean
firing rates of neuronal pools do not surpass the threshold of 10 Hz. The
resulting parameter space is shown in Figure 3.
Results
We present a biologically inspired neural model of leaky
integrate-and-fire neurons with spike-frequency adapting mech-
anism implemented to investigate the role of neuronal adapta-
tion in decision making. We start our theoretical/computational
investigation with the examination of and comparison with the
behavioral data of a high-level, adaptation-related aftereffects ex-
periment (Cziraki et al., 2010) to understand the driving force of
the perceptual decision process. Adaptation-related aftereffects
refer to the impact of the previous presentation of the adaptor
stimulus on the perceptual decision related to a subsequently
presented stimulus. The experimental data show that prolonged
exposure to complex high-level stimuli, such as faces or hands,
biases the perceptual decisions of a subsequent ambiguous face–
hand composite stimulus away from the adaptor category, indi-
cating that adaptation exists at a high-level of the visual
processing hierarchy. Here, we hypothesize that neural frequency
adaptation underlies this adaptation-related aftereffect. Even
more, our simulation results support the hypothesis that neural
frequency adaptation in this task is large enough so that the dy-
namical working regime of the network is in the oscillatory re-
gime, indicating that the underlying model is not just a bistable
model, as usual in the decision-making modeling literature.
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We propose the hypothesis that the mechanism underlying
the decision process in the adaptation-related aftereffect experi-
ments should also be relevant and generally observable during
decision making without any initial adaptor. For this purpose, we
simulated a typical binary decision-making experiment without
previous adaptor stimulus, using the same parameters for which
the model coincides with the experimental data of Cziraki et al.
(2010). We found that decision times are shorter for higher levels
of neuronal adaptation, a finding that corresponds to the behav-
ioral findings of the original study. We therefore conclude that a
high level of neural adaptation in the network leads to a more
efficient performance by accelerating the decision. In addition,
we found that if an adaptor precedes the presentation of the
composite-target stimulus, decision times are even shorter. Our
results are consistent with an ecological relevance of adaptation
for the prompt reactions, when a sudden change occurs in the
environment to which a subject is adapted.
We considered two scenarios to understand the mechanism
underlying the decision process in the adaptation-related afteref-
fect experiment (Cziraki et al., 2010). One is noise-driven switch
due to probabilistic spiking times of neurons and the other is
adaptation-driven transition arising from spike-frequency adapta-
tion due to afterhyperpolarizing (AHP) Ca2-activated K cur-
rents. Both noise and adaptation mechanisms are implemented in
the neuronal network. With increasing level of adaptation (AHP-
conductance), the network shifts from a noise-driven to an
adaptation-driven modus when both neuronal selective populations
are stimulated. Our initial goal is to learn which of the two mecha-
nisms is the main driving force responsible for the perceptual switch
from one percept (adaptor stimulus) to the novel percept when the
ambiguous stimulus is presented at cue’s end of the high-level
adaptation-related aftereffects task.
Within the theoretical framework of the network that we use,
each of the two competing percepts of the ambiguous stimulus
can be viewed as a stable state of the neuronal dynamics (i.e., an
attractor) (Fig. 4A, where percept A represents the percept of
hand and percept B represent the percept of face). Noise in our
model is considered to be the source of Poisson spikes inputs
amplified by the fact that the network has a limited number of
neurons. Fluctuations arise in its time course and in the system’s
outcome on each trial. Due to the finite size effect, noise plays a
crucial role in decision-making tasks by destabilizing the net-
work’s stable states, leading to the transition to other state (Fig. 4A,
percept B). The escape from one basin of attraction to the other
could be described as a Kramers’ escape problem, which is applied in
many problems in physics and which deals with noise-activated es-
cape (Kramers, 1940). The mechanisms of spike-frequency adapta-
tion is thought to be related to a slow Ca2-activated K current,
called afterhyperpolarization current (IAHP) because it changes after
hyperpolarization of each spike. It is implemented in the network by
adding an IAHP current into the dynamical equation of the neuronal
membrane potential, resulting in a gradual decrease of the firing rate
of the dominant neuronal population. This effect is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 4B. Higher levels of neuronal adaptation result in
destabilizing the initially stable states (percepts A and B), leading
eventually to an oscillation between the two different network states.
The adaptation mechanism may coexist with the noise but when
adaptation is high, noise contributes only to the randomness of the
oscillations due to the fluctuations arising from the finite-size effect,
whereas when there is no adaptation, noise is the underlying
mechanism.
Figure 4, A and B, corresponds to the model with an adaptor
stimulus preceding one of the target stimuli (for instance, A). In
this case, there are only the two stable states in the system corre-
sponding to each percept with shallower basin of the attractor
corresponding to the category of the adaptor (i.e., A). In Figure 4,
C and D, a typical binary decision-making task is captured sche-
matically. In this case, there is no adaptor stimulus presented
prior the target. The system is initially in its spontaneous state.
When both selective pools, corresponding to the two interpreta-
tions (or conflicting percepts of an ambiguous stimulus), are
simultaneously stimulated, the competition between them leads
eventually to one of them winning. In Figure 4C, the decision is
taken due to noise in the network. In Figure 4D, the same is
shown but with adaptation added to the system, resulting in shal-
lower basins of attractors for both selective pools.
Model analysis: bifurcation diagrams
When the model replicates the presentation of an ambiguous
stimulus, noise-driven fluctuations lead to switches between the
two competitive interpretations of an ambiguous stimulus and
adaptation-driven fluctuations lead to oscillations of the system,
depending on the magnitude of the afterhyperpolarization con-
ductance (level of adaptation). To define the underlying driving
mechanism of decision making during adaptation-related after-
effects, we first examined the bifurcation diagram of the system in
the noise-free model (when N is large). The bifurcation diagram
(Fig. 5) displays the behavior of the mean firing rate of one of the
two selective populations (for instance, the H pool) as a function
of the level of adaptation in the network. We distinguish two
regimes, the bistable regime, in which transitions from one per-
cept to the other are noise-driven, and the oscillatory regime, in
which transitions are adaptation-driven. The bifurcation point is
where the model passes from one regime to the other.
Therefore, after determining the parameter space for W and
gAHP for which the system remains in the spontaneous state in the
absence of external input (see Materials and Methods) (Fig. 3),
we followed stimulation protocol A (see Materials and Methods).
This parameter space also constrains the upper limit of the level
of adaptation. In Figure 5, two regions are delineated by the bi-
furcation point gbif  3.35 nS. Before the bifurcation point, the
Figure 4. A, B, Adaptation-related aftereffect. A, Transition between the two different per-
cepts of an ambiguous stimulus is viewed as noise-driven transition between two basins of
attractors of the neural network. B, Adaptation-driven, noise-sensitive fluctuations lead to
oscillations. C, D, Decision-making. C, Noise-driven decision taken in a typical decision-making
task of two choices. D, Same procedure, but with adaptation implemented in the network,
resulting in shallower basins of attractors.
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mean firing rate of the dominant perceived population at the end
of the task, t  10,000 ms, is plotted (circles). After the bifurca-
tion, bistability vanishes and an oscillatory regime appears. The
maximum (upward-pointing triangles) and minimum
(downward-pointing triangles) values of the mean firing rate of
pool H are plotted. The maxima and minima are obtained after
smoothing the firing rate of the population in a 500 ms period,
using 50 ms sliding windows. In the noise-free model, or, to be
more precise, in the model of low noise such that does not change
significantly the result, and in the bistable regime, the system
cannot escape from the stable state and therefore cannot switch
from one state to the other. In contrast, in the oscillatory regime,
there are no stable states at all. Transitions from one state to the
other arise in a periodic rhythm depending on the level of
adaptation. When the number of active neurons is small,
finite-sized noise effects are relevant
and therefore switches in the bistable re-
gime are possible, becoming gradually
more probable as approaching the bi-
furcation point. In the oscillatory re-
gion, noise induces randomness in the
frequency of the oscillations.
In addition, we performed simulations
for different levels of external stimulus 
to show how the system transits from a
spontaneous state to an oscillatory re-
gime. Recurrent connectivity was W 
1.65 and neuronal adaptation was gAHP 
10 nS. In Figure 6, two regions are delin-
eated by the bifurcation point bif 5 Hz.
In the spontaneous regime, the mean
firing rate of one selective population is
plotted (circles). In the oscillatory re-
gime, the maximum (upwards-pointing
triangles) and minimum (downward-
pointing triangles) values of the first
winning population’s firing rate are
plotted.
Simulations in comparison with psychophysical data
Our next step was to find the level of adaptation for which the
modeling results from the spiking-neuron simulations coincide
with the behavioral data (Fig. 1B). To replicate Cziraki et al.’s
(2010) experiment, we used an attractor network of leaky
integrate-and-firing neurons with spike-frequency adaptation
implemented using stimulation protocol B (see Materials and
Methods). In our model, two selective pools are thought to rep-
resent populations of neurons in high-level cortical areas FFA
and EBA. Having the bifurcation diagram (Fig. 5) as a reference,
we calculated the mean ratio of face and hand responses after
hand adaptation in EBA for different values of level of adaptation
gAHP. Switch in this case is the percept of the novel image when
both stimuli are presented to the subject via their composite am-
biguous image after adaptation. The result is demonstrated in
Figure 7A. More trials were judged as faces after hand adaptation,
with mean percentage being 73%. The level of adaptation is
gexp  gAHP  10 nS. Since gexp  gbif, we conclude that the
working point of the network is in the oscillatory regime. The
mean ratio of face responses after hand adaptation is equivalent
to hand responses after face adaptation since our network is sym-
metric. The rastergram (Fig. 7B) shows the spiking times of 10
neurons from each of the four neural populations during one trial
when the results of the model coincided with that of the behav-
ioral data, gexp. Interestingly, this level of adaptation is close to the
value gAHP  7.5 nS used in Liu and Wang (2001) and Deco and
Rolls (2005), where the same parameters of [Ca 2] dynamics
were used to study the dynamics of one IF neuron (Liu and Wang,
2001) and a network of spiking neurons (Deco and Rolls, 2005b).
In Figure 7C, the time course of the mean firing rates is plotted for
all four neuronal populations on one trial in which pool F wins
the competition at 5200  t  5400 ms. The system initially
reaches a stable state and then, when both pools are stimulated,
competition will eventually lead to oscillations due to high level
of neuronal adaptation. We thus predict that if the target-
ambiguous composite stimulus is persistently presented, in time
subjects will experience rivalry, revealed as an oscillation in per-
ception from one type to the other.
Figure 5. Bifurcation diagram for the noise-free model (N 4000 neurons) as a function of level of adaptation. The system
passes from bistability to an oscillatory regime at the bifurcation point gbif 3.35 nS. Center graph, left, The firing rate of the
dominant population at the end of the simulation is plotted for each gAHP (circles). Center graph, right, The mean maximum
(upward-pointing triangles) andminimum (downward-pointing triangles) values of the same population’s oscillatory activity are
plotted. The lines are fits of the spiking simulations. Small graphs, Themean firing rates of pools F (blue) and H (red) are plotted as
a function of time for gAHP 0, gbif, 8, and 11 nS.
Figure 6. Bifurcation diagram for the noise-freemodel (N 4000 neurons) as a function of
external stimulus. The level of neural adaptation is gexp gAHP 10 nS. The system passes
from a spontaneous state (S) to an oscillatory regime (O) when  bif 5 Hz. Left, Mean
firing rate of one selective population (circles). Right, Maximum (upward-pointing triangles)
and minimum (downward-pointing triangles) values of the first winning population’s firing
rate.
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Parameter search supporting
the results
The results demonstrated in Figure 7 arise
from a specific set of the three main free
parameters: W  1.65, adaptor  200
Hz, and   50 Hz. This set is only one
example from a variety of parameter sets
for which the results of the spiking simu-
lations coincide with the behavioral data.
It was found after performing an analyti-
cal parameter search while keeping the to-
tal number of neurons in the network
constant and equal to N 2000 neurons.
The range of values of recurrent connec-
tivity weight W was 1.6  W  1.8,
defined by both the region for which there
can be decision states when stimulus is ap-
plied to selective pools (Martí et al., 2008)
and the region where the network remains
at the spontaneous state when no addi-
tional external stimulus is applied to the
selective pools determining, in parallel,
the upper limit of level of adaptation, gAHP
(Materials and Methods) (Fig. 3). The
range of external input to the two selective
pools H and F in the second part of stim-
ulation protocol B was 10    60 Hz,
defined by the constraint that decision
states and/or oscillations exist depending
on adaptation, gAHP. As for adaptor, the
range of values was   adaptor  60 Hz.
The adaptor was a high-contrast hand or
face and the test stimulus was a composite
image of a hand and a face different from
the adaptors and of lower contrast. In our
simulations, we started from the point
where both the adaptor and the test stimuli are equally excited by
 and adaptor, respectively. We continued by studying the re-
sponse of the system by manipulating the adaptor. We chose a
frequency of 60 Hz as an upper limit, but afterward examined the
effect of an increase in the adaptor’s stimulus amplitude.
From the parameter search, with the above-defined con-
straints, we found that the model coincides with the behavioral
results for 1.6  W  1.65 and, whenever this happened for
different test stimuli  and adaptor stimuli adaptor, the underly-
ing mechanism was adaptation-driven. By varying input , the
bifurcation point changes for a given value of the W. From the
cases for which the model coincides with the experiment, we
found that by increasing  while keeping W and adaptor con-
stant, the gexp decreases but so does also gbif, although the differ-
ence gexp  gbif remains constant with gexp being always in the
oscillatory region ( gexp  gbif). By increasing W while keeping
 and adaptor constant, the gbif increases but so does gexp. Again,
the difference gexp  gbif remains constant with gexp being always
in the oscillatory region. We also investigated the effect of in-
creasing noise by decreasing the number of total neurons in the
network, resulting in stronger, finite-sized noise. For fewer neurons
in the network, gbif is constant and gexp is smaller; thus, the difference
gexp gbif decreases, meaning that the role of noise increases. How-
ever, noise never becomes the main driving force. The working point
of the system remains gexp in the oscillatory regime.
Finally, we studied the effect of the adaptor’s stimulus strength
(adaptor). We saw that by increasing adaptor while keeping con-
stant W, , and N, the difference gexp gbif gradually decreased.
Since the upper limit of adaptor was selectively chosen without
any specific constraint, this decrease would probably lead to gexp
 gbif, which means that the decision making is driven by noise.
Hence, Figure 8A shows the decrease of gexp as a function of
adaptor stimulus, adaptor, with all other parameters equal to the
ones used for Figure 7. We can clearly see that the gexp never
reaches the bifurcation point gbif  3.35 nS even for extreme
values of adaptor. In Figure 8B, the same point is demonstrated.
The percentage performance of face responses after hand adap-
tation is plotted for different levels of adaptation as a function of
the initial external input to pool H, adaptor. From the previous
discussion and this last study, we can be sure that in this high-
level, adaptation-related aftereffects experiment, the underlying
mechanism of the decision-making process when the composite
ambiguous image is presented at the end of the cue is adaptation-
driven and the working point of the system is in the oscillatory
regime.
Decisionmaking and decision certainty
Decision making in binary choices has been studied extensively,
both experimentally and theoretically, to understand its underly-
ing mechanisms. Lately, there has been an increased interest in
the confidence in decisions and it has been seen that reaction
times of the decisions are shorter on easy than on difficult trials
(Kim and Shadlen, 1999). In addition, it has been shown that
when the input to the selective-neuron pool of the network in the
Figure 7. A, Simulations mimicking high-level, adaptation-related aftereffects experiment (Cziraki et al., 2010). Mean ratio of
hand (blue) and face (red) responses after hand adaptation in the EBA as a function of the level of adaptation averaged over 10
series of 100 trials. The model coincides with the behavioral data when gexp gAHP 10 nS gbif, meaning that the working
point of the system is in the oscillatory regime. The error bars are SDs. B, Raster histogram. Spiking times of 10 neurons from each
of the four neural populations of the network (I, Ens, H, and F) in one trial in which themodel coincides with the experiment, gexp,
when pool Fwins the competition at 5200 t 5400. C, Time course of themean firing rate of all four populations of neurons in
one trial inwhich themodel coincideswith the experiment, gexp, when pool Fwins the competition at 5200 t 5400.D, Zoom
in of Figure 7C for 5200 t 5400.
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adaptation-free model is increased, decision times are also
shorter for high-input versus for low-input situations (Martí et
al., 2008). Nevertheless, the effect of the firing-rate adaptation
mechanism in decision-making processes has not yet been stud-
ied. Next, we studied this effect by using the same spiking net-
work with the same parameters as we used to define the
underlying mechanism in the high-level adaptation-related after-
effects task of Cziraki et al. (2010).
We followed stimulation protocol C (see Materials and Meth-
ods) for different levels of adaptation. We began our study with-
out having any adaptor in the task, meaning that the
experimental task was to present an ambiguous face– hand com-
posite stimulus (Cziraki et al., 2010) that changes over trials to
either the face or the hand image, therefore increasing sensory
evidence available about one of the interpretations of the stimu-
lus and decreasing its ambiguity. Psychophysically, the measure
would be the ratio of trials endorsed as faces. Neurophysiologi-
cally, it would be the neural activity of the cortical areas EBA and
FFA and the decision times (i.e., the times needed for perceiving
the stimulus as hand or face) as a function of the level of sensory
evidence (i.e., the increase of the amount of the sensory evidence
of one interpretation of the composite image). We simulated this
task by externally increasing the input to neurons of selective
population F bywhile simultaneously decreasing the external
input to neurons of selective populations H by over trials. We
calculated the mean firing rate of both pools as a function of the
total external input to the network, , averaged on correct trials
from 1000 simulations. The total external input  is the differ-
ence in spikes per second summed across all synapses to each
neuron between the external input  to pool F and 
to pool H. Correct trials are defined as the trials when the mean
firing rate of pool F surpasses first and adequately the mean firing
rate of pool H (see Stimulation protocol C). Then we ran 1000
trials for different levels of adaptation, 0  gAHP  12.
Figure 9A shows the neural activity (mean firing rate 1⁄2 
SD) of pools F (solid lines) and H (dashed lines) on correct trials.
In Figure 9B, the percentage performance1⁄2 estimated error
over 1000 trials (estimated error performance/1000) for dif-
ferent levels of adaptation is plotted. Figure 9C shows the mean
decision times for different levels of adaptation 1⁄2  SD on
correct trials and the activities of the neuronal population in one
single trial in the most difficult decision case (I 0) and in the
most easy one (I  60) without adapta-
tion ( gAHP  0 nS) and for the level of
adaptation for which the model coincides
with Cziraki et al.’s (2010) experiment
( gAHP  gexp  10 nS).
The first important conclusion from
Figure 9 is that all levels of adaptation
show the same behavior as a function of
the level of sensory evidence: Neural activ-
ity of the F pool increases monotonically
as a function of level of sensory evidence
and its variability decreases. The variabil-
ity in the firing rates is higher in difficult
trials, reflecting that the system is noisier
since there is less available sensory evi-
dence. The difference between the neural
activity of the winning and the losing neu-
ral population increases with the level of
sensory evidence, reflecting the increase in
certainty as the task gets easier. In difficult
trials, low certainty in the decision is also
reflected in the performance. The percentage of correct choices,
which starts from chance level (50%) showing the ambiguity of
the stimulus when there is equal level of sensory evidence applied
to the selective neuronal populations, increases as the task gets
easier (Fig. 9B). The performance increases monotonically as a
function of the level of sensory evidence.
Second and more interestingly, we observed that, for higher
levels of adaptation, the decision times are shorter for all the
range of  (Fig. 9C). Furthermore, the variability in decision
times caused by the random spiking of the neurons in the net-
work is high in difficult decision cases and decreases as certainty
increases. The activity of the winning neuronal population is de-
creasing as adaptation increases and the activity of the losing
population increases, indicating that the certainty decreases but
decision times are smaller. In addition, the rate of increase of the
performance curve depends on the level of adaptation. In conclu-
sion, these results show that adaptation in the context of decision
making could serve to the speed–accuracy trade-off.
Our findings show that neuronal adaptation in the firing rate
of the competitive neuronal population lead to faster discrimina-
tion among them. After calculating the balance of the excitation–
inhibition of the selective populations, we found that higher
levels of neural adaptation lead the system to become more im-
balanced, resulting in shorter decision times. This result can also
be explained schematically if we consider the representation of
the two percepts seen as basins of attractors in a bistable system
(Fig. 4). In the network, noise arising from the probabilistic spik-
ing times exists with and without neural adaptation. If there is no
adaptation in the system, then a certain time is needed for the
system to move from one state to the other. When adaptation is
added into the system having the same level of noise, there is a
higher probability that the system will move from one state to the
other because the basin of attraction of the dominant perceptual
state is becoming shallower in parallel and the other interpreta-
tion can win the competition earlier. Higher levels of neural ad-
aptation lead to even shallower basins of the dominant attractor
and the transition is even faster. When one neuron receives a
Poisson spike train input, its firing rate decreases with increasing
adaptation, which also increases the variability of its output spike
trains (Liu and Wang, 2001). In a neural network, this output spike
train with higher variability when adaptation is implemented is an
Figure 8. A, Value of the adaptation parameter for which the results of the model coincide with the experimental behavioral
data, gexp, as a function of the initial external input,adaptor, to the neuronal pool H. The total number of neurons in the network
is 2000 and recurrent connectivity is W  1.65. The stimulus to both pools, F and H, during the last 200 ms of the cue,
representing the presentation of the ambiguous stimulus, is 50 Hz. The gexp never reaches the bifurcation point gbif 3.35
nS even for extreme values of adaptor. B, The ratio of face responses after hand adaptation is plotted for different levels of
adaptation, gAHP, as a function of the initial input,adaptor.
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additional noise into the postsynaptic neu-
rons, resulting in an increase in the noise
and eventually to a faster transition.
Next, we applied the same adaptor
stimuli to the current system as in Cziraki
et al.’s (2010) experiment (Stimulation
protocol C; with adaptor). We were inter-
ested in the effect of adaptation on the de-
cision times. Figure 10 shows decision
times for the adapted (dashed lines) and
unadapted (solid lines) conditions for
various levels of adaptations ( gexp  1 
gAHP gexp 1). For the adapted case, the
behavior is the same as in the unadapted
case. Decision times decrease analogous
to the level of sensory evidence for all lev-
els of adaptation, with a smaller slope than
in the unadapted case. In addition, deci-
sion times decrease as magnitude of adap-
tation increases. Interestingly, although
Figure 10 shows that when a subject is
adapted to a perceptual interpretation of
an ambiguous composite stimulus, the
percept of the other interpretation occurs
faster (  0) than when there is no
adaptor. From an ecological point of view,
it is extremely important to be able to re-
act as fast as possible to a sudden change in
the environment. As we increase the mag-
nitude of adaptation over trials, a novel
percept (in this case, the opposite inter-
pretation of the target stimulus) is more
likely to occur. Our results suggest that it
also happens faster. It is also logical from a
theoretical point of view since the activity
of the adapted neuronal population is
suppressed and it is easier for the compet-
itive neuronal population to win the com-
petition, leading to faster reaction times.
Discussion
In the current work, we investigated the
role of the spike-frequency adaptation in
the context of decision making. We used a
biophysically realistic competition model
of decision making with an implemented
spike-frequency adaptation mechanism.
Decision making and its underlying mecha-
nisms is a common field of interest among
neuroscientists during the last few decades but the role of neural
adaptation in this context is still unknown. Our work addresses some
fundamental aspects of adaptation effects in decision making.
We began our study by considering behavioral data from a
high-level adaptation-related aftereffects experiment (Cziraki et al.,
2010). In this experiment, it was shown that prolonged adapta-
tion to a complex stimulus (e.g., an image of a hand) leads to
category-specific aftereffects during the perception of ambiguous
stimulus composites (a composite image of a hand and a face).
From a theoretical point of view, we studied the dynamics of the
perceptual switch from the adaptor category to the novel, op-
posite category by comparing two scenarios: noise- and
adaptation-driven transition. When an ambiguous stimulus is
presented, noise-driven fluctuations lead to switches from one
percept to the other. These fluctuations arise in the network due
to the probabilistic spike time of the neurons amplified by finite-
sized effects. Adaptation-driven transitions, on the other hand,
lead to oscillations between the two different percepts, with ran-
dom frequency while noise-driven fluctuations still exists in the net-
work. We investigated the dynamical regime for which the
competition model is consistent with the behavioral data. The be-
havioral result and our detailed parameter study, in the accepted
parameter space, constrain the adaptation-driven regime to be the
working point of the network.
Since we find that spike-frequency adaptation is the underly-
ing mechanism in high-level, decision-making tasks like the
high-level, adaptation-related aftereffects, we extended our study
to typical binary decision-making tasks. We simulated an exper-
iment of decision making where an ambiguous figure, like the
Figure 9. Decision making without an adaptor preceding the decision-making task for different levels of adaptation. A, Mean
firing rates of thewinning pool (solid lines) and of the loosing pool (dashed lines) averaged on correct trials over 1000 simulations.
B, Percentage of correct trials as a function of the level of sensory evidence. C, Decision times when the selective neuronal pool
receiving increased level of sensory evidence wins competition, averaged over correct trials. Bottom left, Mean firing rate of all
pools in the adaptation-free and in high-level adaptation case, both in a single trial of the most difficult case for decision making
( 0 Hz). Bottom right, The same plots from one single trial for the easiest case ( 60 Hz).
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one presented in Cziraki et al. (2010), is presented to subjects. In
this experiment, the contrast of one of the two competing per-
cepts is increased over different sets of trials. Simulating this ex-
periment for different levels of adaptation, we found that when
neuronal adaptation is high, decision becomes faster while the
rate of increase of the performance curve decreases, indicating
the role of neuronal adaptation in the speed–accuracy trade-off.
With increasing levels of neural adaptation, the balance between
excitatory and inhibitory currents received at the synapses of the
selective populations decreases, resulting in shorter decision
times. In addition, when an adaptor precedes the decision-
making task, decision is even faster for the same level of adapta-
tion. The output of the spiking model we use could be tested in
psychophysical and neurophysiological experiments. Our results
are also consistent with an ecological point of view, since it is
important to be able to react quickly when new environmental
information is presented.
Finally, we integrate our work by presenting testable predic-
tions via experimental tasks that may verify our findings. For the
decision-making task presented above, an increase in the reaction
times should be observed if the Ca 2-activated K channels can
be gradually blocked. We also propose another task. The com-
posite ambiguous figure of a hand and a face (Cziraki et al., 2010)
is presented to subjects continuously for 5 min and the psycho-
physically mean time dominance and coefficient of variation are
measured. We mimic this task by having the same parameters as
those in Cziraki et al. (2010). We calculate the mean dominance
time of perceiving the hand or the face and its coefficient of
variation (Stimulation protocol D). The result is shown in Figure
11. In Figure 11, the green line corresponds to  50 Hz, which
is the external stimulus mainly used in this paper, but calculations
were also performed for   30 Hz and   40 Hz (with same
recurrent connectivity), for which the model coincided with the
behavioral data of Cziraki et al.’s (2010) experiment. Hence, psy-
chophysically, we expect to measure a mean dominance time, T,
approximately in the range of 2  T  6 s and its coefficient of
variation in the range of 0.5  CV  1. We therefore conclude
that the ambiguous composite stimulus is indeed a rivalrous
stimulus. Preliminary experimental data further confirm our
prediction. The same ambiguous composite stimulus was pre-
sented for 30 s and subjects (n  3) were asked to report which
image they perceived by pressing a button. Subjects experienced
alternations in their perception with a mean time dominance of
Texp  4.5 sec and coefficient of variation CV  0.52. Naturally,
more subjects are needed to be quantitatively more precise but
qualitatively we can conclude that the composite stimulus of our
study is indeed rivalrous, since the experimental time dominance
and coefficient of variation is within the typical range of rivalrous
figures (Levelt, 1968). This result is also in line with previous
experiments where adaptation led to unambiguous percepts of
such ambiguous stimuli as the Necker cube (Long and Moran,
2007). In this study, previous exposure to an unambiguous ver-
sion of the Necker cube for several minutes produced an imme-
diate bias to perceive the ambiguous figure in the opposite
configuration and led to decreased number of reversals. We note
that the experimental data are also within the predicted range by
our study. We therefore conclude that our hypotheses that neu-
ronal adaptation should be relevant in Cziraki et al.’s (2010) ex-
periment, which led to the conclusion that our model can
account for modeling perceptual bistability.
Perceptual bistability emerges when an ambiguous stimulus
with two mutually exclusive interpretations is perceived as the
frequent alternation of these states during long-term stimulus
presentation. This visual phenomenon arises in many domains of
perception, such as ambiguous figures as the well known face–
vase stimulus, the Necker cube, or monocular rivalry, but the
most extensively studied domain is binocular rivalry (for review,
see Blake and Logothetis, 2002). Neurodynamical models pro-
posed for binocular rivalry are based on a competition between
two populations of excitatory neurons whose activities encode
the two conflicting percepts. This competition is mediated
through inhibitory neurons that lead the dominant neuronal
population to suppress the activity of the competitive one, such
that at a given time only one has high activity corresponding to
one of the interpretations.
Moreover, theoretical studies show that random alternations
in perception in such tasks can be achieved by two mechanisms:
adaptation-driven and noise-driven transitions. Neuronal adap-
tation implemented by spike-frequency adaptation and/or syn-
aptic depression results in reducing the activity of the dominant
neuronal population or in weakening the inhibition between the
two populations of neurons, leading the nonadapted population
to win the competition. In this case, even in the absence of noise,
adaptation generates alternations between the competing per-
Figure10. Decisionmakingwith (dashed lines) andwithout (solid lines) an adaptor preced-
ing the decision-making task for different values of neural adaptation around the gexp value.
With adaptor, the behavior is the same as without adaptor, but decision times are shorter.
Figure 11. Mean dominance time and coefficient of variation for different levels of adapta-
tion when the ambiguous composite figure of the hand and the face is presented, having the
same parameters as the ones coinciding with the behavioral data from Cziraki et al.’s (2010)
experiment.
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cepts with perfect periodicity, the reason these models are called
oscillator models (Lehky, 1988; Lago-Ferna´ndez and Deco, 2002;
Laing and Chow, 2002; Moreno-Bote et al., 2007; Shpiro et al.,
2007). In contrast, noise-driven fluctuations in the firing rates of
the neuronal populations in a bistable attractor network lead to
random switches between two stable attractors representing the
two dissimilar percepts (Salinas, 2003; Freeman, 2005; Kim et al.,
2006; Moreno-Bote et al., 2007). In these models, called noise-
driven attractor models, a switch in perception cannot exist with-
out noise. Both mechanisms have recently been studied jointly in
a common neuronal competition-rate model (Shpiro et al.,
2009). Shpiro et al. (2009) show that the working point of the
models, considering both noise-driven and adaptation-driven
mechanisms, should be at the edge of the bifurcation.
In the present paper, we considered both mechanisms within
the same theoretical framework, using a spiking neuronal model
to study the underlying mechanism in a high-level, adaptation-
related aftereffects task (Cziraki et al., 2010). We found that neu-
ronal adaptation is high enough that the working point of the
system is in the oscillatory regime. We therefore predict that if the
target stimulus is presented continuously, subject will experience
rivalry with the predicted time dominance and coefficient of vari-
ation. Preliminary experimental results confirm our prediction.
Although these preliminary data are enough to qualitatively con-
firm our hypothesis, we understand that more subjects should be
tested to provide more precise quantitatively results. The pre-
dicted dominance time calculated is inside the range of typical
dominance times measured experimentally when rivalry figures
are presented to subjects, but the predicted coefficient of varia-
tion can be larger than the upper bound of the typical range
(Levelt, 1968).
In conclusion, our study links, for the first time, neural pro-
cesses and high-level, adaptation-related aftereffects. Using a
spiking neural network, including neuronal adaptation mecha-
nism by the slow Ca 2-activated K current, we found that neu-
ronal adaptation is the main driving force in such high-level
visual phenomena in humans. Furthermore, we have investigated
the effect of this mechanism in typical binary decision-making
task and found that neuronal adaptation leads to faster decisions,
contributing to a speed–accuracy trade-off.
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